
Axiom Manufacturing Services is continually look for individuals who seek both professional and 
personal growth, who are passionate and have the ability to impact upon and improve our 
customer experience.

By empowering our staff to take ownership of their ideas, implement and measure them, it 
creates a highly motivated workforce who feel pride in the business. Axiom staff have a ‘can do’ 
attitude and believe that they are capable of making the difference for each and every one of our 
Customers.

If you are interested in joining Axiom, please forward your latest CV or contact us on the below 
address: Axiomvacancies@axiom-ms.com

Current vacancies

Business Development - Joining this department, you will play a key role in welcoming the next generation of new
business aligned to Axiom’s existing customer profiles.

Customer Account Manager - This key position requires individuals with a high level of business acumen and the
ability understand and develop organic business growth for with Axiom’s longstanding, valued customers.

Customer Programme Manager - As a programme manager, you will be responsible for deploying robust tool and
techniques to ensure each customer’s services are delivered on time, to the exacted standards required across each
Axiom function.

Customer Production Planner - This role will require you to understand and plan the needs of each customer to
ensure Axiom delivers on its customer commitment for 100% on time delivery in full.

Buyer, Mechanical - Axiom seeks those with the understanding and commitment required to be part of the team that
sources, procures, and develops a supply chain for all mechanical commodities.

Junior Buyer - In this role, you will support a team tasked with ordering and expediating essential components and
commodities a daily basis, to ensure the efficiency of all production lines.

Project Buyer - Utilising a strategic view of each customer’s supply chain strategy, you will assume responsibility for
ensuring all commodities are procured aligned to each programme plan.

Head of Manufacturing Systems Engineer - This demanding position requires an individual with proven a proven
ability to coordinate and manage industry software, hardware and placement programmes, for all printed circuit
board assemblies.

Warehouse Manager - Drawing on relevant experience and abilities, you will be responsible to head and develop all
crucial warehouse functions, to control over £10million of assets and components on a monthly basis.

Warehouse Operative - Joining the warehouse team, your role to check and process daily manufacturing orders will
underpin all manufacturing undertaken at Axiom.

Process/Industrial Engineer - You will be relied upon to develop innovative solutions that ensure Axiom’s manufacture
operation continuously evolves. Through the deployment of new practises and technology, you will facilitate
increased levels of efficiency and automation, in conjunction with controlling each customer build standard.

Quality Administrator - In this role, you will assume responsibility for all administrative functions within the quality
function, this includes FAIR generation, corrective actions, and factory wide data collection.

Production Operative - In this role you will become an essential part of the team tasked with the manufacturing of
specialist products for each Axiom customer. Those with the intent and drive to develop in this key role will be
supported to develop valuable, transferable skills such as: electrical, mechanical, and advanced soldering techniques.
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